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On Time 

In the contemporary world, for most people being on clock time is 

like an albatross around the neck. With the pressures of competition 

and dead-lines, time gets pushed ahead and becomes linear. The kiss 

of death for the path of accomplishments. It lacks the certainty of 

creativity that openness offers. During my time in the commercial 

business, juggling money and time was the name of the game in 

delivering quality on time. I revelled in wonderment in how daily’s 

puzzles fit when time is on our side. 

 

In the contemplative realm time becomes silent. While being on 

retreat, the few bills I have are being deducted by the bank on time. 

Taxes need to be paid, but since my income does not reach the 

minimum, the tax consultant can do the work. Nowhere did I need to 

be on time.  

The changing sun light was my clock, time inception. Offering water 

bowls at dawn, emptying them at dusk. The sun goes up on time, and 

sunset is precise too.  

In Summertime, during the first year, before the crack of dawn, I 

would bicycle across the island to witness the sun’s rising. 

Overlooking the tides of the Waddenzee, the Wadable Sea, with the 

first ferry waddling from the horizon, through the morning mist.  

With glistening water surfaces, thousands of birds announcing their 

return from afar to this nature preserve. On the island all birds are 

protected, living free.  

I usually sat on a bench of a small, deserted toll house, overlooking 

the waters. Here, greying islanders took refuge in being captain of 

their seas, gazing at the incoming ferries, unloading passengers 

coming near.  
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One morning, a stalky old man came bicycling towards me. On a 

Batavus bike, without gears. Bowed legs, elbows out. I had a similar 

bicycle from the nearby factory. No rust. His was probably some 

seventy years old. Sitting down next to me on what probably was his 

very spot. As the sun, bulging at first, started to rise and increasingly 

diminishing in size as it went higher and higher up into the sky, his 

heart wrenching story rolled of his tongue. His Alzheimer inflicted 

wife of fifty-two years was at home, momentarily alone. He was the 

only caretaker for the gnarled, mentally absent, and incontinent 

woman, at one time his sweetheart whom he promised to love for 

better or worse.  

And I was standin' on the side of the road, tangled up in blue. (Bob 

Dylan tangled up in blue) 

Another early morning, a weathered man, who had lived quite a bit 

as a professional sailor in the merchant marine, widowed at age 

thirty-two and never got over the loss. All the wonders of the sea 

paled in comparison to his lived memory of his young wife’s head 

with waving blond hair resting on his chest. The love of his life.  

We sit here stranded, though we're all doing' our best to deny it. (Bob 

Dylan Visions of Johanna) 

I was the fortunate one. Yet naïve, as I was not able to predict the 

time of my immanent death when the body would be an empty shell. 

At my home, called Sepia, overlooking the first row of dunes and the 

last rolls of waves, nobody was waiting for me. 

After the sun was well above the relentlessly changing tides, I would 

bicycle back, along the dike, greeting the sheep that were gone one 

day abruptly, circling the island clockwise.  

At nightfall, with the sun setting, I explored my inner experience as 

the sinking sun and twilight setting in, were mingling with the fruits 

of my day’s work.  
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A favourite time of mine. Dusk was the snoozing wakeup-call for 

night-time. The light of darkness brought nature’s forces into the 

foreground. In the depths of darkness, I was delivered to the gods. 

 Ain't it just like the night to play tricks when you're tryin' to be so 

quiet? (Bob Dylan Visions of Johanna) 

The wind chasing clouds along the firmament, the outstretched 

beach became never-ending, seamlessly transitioning into the night’s 

sky. New domains seemed to shine through the transitions, 

communicating the formless into appearances. Time presents. The 

invisible lured me in. I became committed to it. 

And these visions of Padmasambhava, they kept me up past the 

dawn. 

All year long it simply was too cold and wet, to sit at the edge of the 

sea hitting land or on an exposed dune top. It had been my only 

concrete wish beforehand. To let natures’ forces enter unbridled 

within, taking over my regime of mind. Wishing to embody the 

elements of the changing seasons. Each day, each season, each 

weather I welcomed. I was always looking forward to ‘tomorrow 

morning.’  

In the month of May, the island was mostly bustling with an 

abundance of white May thorns coming into bursting bloom, some 

fourteen days later than on the mainland. Layers of flowers on the 

grasses in between the mossy dunes. From tiny, multi petalled 

whites and pinks, to full grown brazen yellows and blues. No matter 

what, flowers and blossoms would appear on the duny island. In 

their own sweet time. Guaranteed. Time looks after. 

The island is the home of all kinds of birds. Usually, bird watchers 

seem to be keen on recognizing distinct details. Two greying men 

with black cameras and extending lenses showed me a bird I could 

not see with naked eye. They were thrilled with the rare appearance 
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in flight. Annually, these best friends made a trip to the island, to 

look for unseen birds, for over thirty-five years. Silent during their 

beach visits, boisterous back in hotel Duinzicht. I am mostly 

interested where birds come from and where they go to. On the 

island I am not coming from anywhere nor going to some place. Life 

lives in me. I am life. Just like a drop of the ocean contains all of the 

sea.  

Folkert knows all about the island’s birds. Working at the visitor’s 

center and sometimes he can be found stocking the shelves in the 

only grocery store in town. Whenever I see him, I always have a 

question for him, waiting in the pockets of my cheeks.  

The first time was about the three-toed sandpipers, the little skimpy 

birds at the edge of the water rolling in, busily picking minuscule 

fruits of the sea. He told me, as if he were one of them, in the middle 

of May, they fly to Greenland, over three thousand km one way, 

hatch an egg, and return to the sweet, but at times foreboding Dutch 

sea enveloping the island of Schiermonnikoog, my home. 

Early in the calendar year, I saw large groups of black starlings 

swirling, caprioling in fabulous, swinging formations right in front of 

my patio, where I sit for hours on end. I asked the ornithologist 

Folkert what were they getting ready for? What was happening in 

their lives? He told me with squinting eyes, I had witnessed peak 

rush hour of two identically looking groups, both starlings. One group 

is leaving for North Africa, while the other tribe is arriving from North 

Russia, at the same time. Same bird, different schedules. He swore 

no bird would ever get lost into the other group or changed alliance. 

No doubt. 

The local tourist office had put up an arrival and departure board, 

similar to flight information screens at airports. What birds would 

arrive from where, nesting in which part of the island and when they 
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would take off again for tropical or inhospitable regions. I never 

wondered what time or day it was. 

Flight activity filled the skies with quaking geese, the red geese and 

the barnacle geese, totalling some thirty- five thousand, arriving 

from Eastern Europe, near the Black Sea. Once settled, they mostly 

idle the farmers’ land, subsidized by the government for housing 

trekking birds.  

All bird-traffic is predictable, reliable, and on nature’s time. For how 

many centuries already? Their patterns ancient like the sea’s tides.  

I would not be surprised if people like Folkert have an extra 

sensitivity to listen in on bird’s communications. Some people 

communicate with nature’s spirits. Communicating with trees, 

sensing intimating flowers, even the small sandy hilltop I sat on for 

hours on end to chant the Vajra Guru mantra seemed to have its 

distinct character. If only nature could communicate! It does. 

Hurricanes, earthquakes, tornados, wildfires, floods, earth’s warming 

all speak loudly. Earth’s spirits, called nagas, have been disturbed, 

violated by humans. Drawing out gas or fossils from the earth, 

without earth’s ‘permission’, of course causes turbulences and 

imbalances.  

Animal cruelty, warring humans strike at the heart of nature’s 

design. Some of the ceremonies we do, like for example the Fire 

Ceremony which I have been doing since 1987, are to balance 

nature’s forces and establish friendly relationships with nature, 

earth, sky, and elemental forces. We can make gestures for nature to 

become harmonious and to inform us. Some people can make it rain 

or stop it. Giving nature protection can be our response in kind. Time 

forgives. 

Sun’s lights’ schemes and time’s a changing have become my mind’s 

backdrop, telling me time and at times presenting precognition. Light 

and dark are no longer two. As the sun sets on the island, it rises in 
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Northern California, where Rinpoche and his mandala of activities 

are turning. 

The earth is spinning at high speed around itself in twenty-four 

hours, at a speed of over 1600 km per hr. And, at nearly 108.000 

km/hr around the sun. Everything moves. The moon at high speed of 

some 3680 km/hr around the earth. Our internal architecture is part 

of this sacred tremor. Everything vibrates. The cosmos seems also to 

be ‘silent as the night’. The cosmos is on time. A yogi who 

experiences the cosmos within, will always be on time. 

The immaculate white lotus is uniting sun and moon, announcing the 

spirit of the future. Satellites, planets circling, Milky Way extending, 

with Vajrasadho, assistant to Vajrapani, as its protector. Together 

with Tseringma, I have been invoking these two enablers since 

October of 1987. Mantra matches the language of space.   

On retreat, with everything nature being on time, I am slowly getting 
it too. I do not have to be anywhere on time. With being on nature’s 
time, I have choice. Who can choose all day! Fortunate and lucky I 
am indeed.  

Where these visions of Padmasambhava have now taken my place. 

 

 

 


